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MPS 36 PBL

Take charge of your own learning with:

Small group,

Self-directed,

Self assessed

Interdependent

PBL

to solve a professionally significant problem
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MPS 36 PBL

What is it?  Activity:

Watch videotape of the

Goals meeting

Teach meeting

Feedback meeting

http://www.chemeng.mcmaster.ca/innov1.htm
click on PBL and toggle down to midway 
through the file
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What is PBL?
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Who owns the

learning 

activities?
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MPS 36 PBL

Why important?

1. Develops lifelong learning skills.

2. Improved learning

3. Develops confidence

4. Practice, with feedback, your skills in problem 
solving, group work, chairperson, learning, 
self-assessment, teaching, communication
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MPS 36 PBL

Importance of Lifelong learning

½ life of information
Between 1962 - 1987, 

169 chemical plants exploded; 

4 deaths; 82 injuries, untold health problems related to 
toxic releases

20% caused because engineers did not  Keep up-to-date!
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Improved learning; 

you are active;

you own it
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MPS 36 PBL
Improved learning:
Principles: forget 70% after 48 hours
Overcome this by :
● being active 
● exploiting personal style 
● setting personal learning goals
● using frequent reflection 
● using self assessment & learning journals

Losers are: 
lectures, reading 
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Improved learning
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MPS 36 PBL

Pretest

Rate your Awareness of how you learn

Rate your Skill of how you learn

Objectives & target behaviours
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Where it fits in
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Route ahead
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MPS 36 PBL

Getting ready: attitude, change & skill

Activity: 

Complete the Perry Inventory

Option: Complete SDLRS inventory

Self Directed Learning Readiness Scale
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Perry

Levels 2 to 5
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MPS 36 

Perry  data  University students
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Perry data
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MPS 36 PBL

SDLRS total Self Management
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MPS 36 PBL

Self directed learning readiness scale, SDLRS 
subscales
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MPS 36 PBL

So what?

If Perry < 3.5 then for PBL

You might think instructor is not doing his/her 
job

You might feel anger; you might miss meetings

You might exhibit the grieving process

But... You can shift your attitude to Perry > 4
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Coping with

change,

Grieving

Process:

Performance 

vs time
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Taylor

Model

For grieving 

process:

OK

Disorient,

Explore, 

reortient
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MPS 36 PBL

Skills to draw on for PBL to be effective:

Problem solving

Communication

Group work

Chair person

Self assessment

Unique You

Asking questions: facilitation
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MPS 36 PBL

Reassurances:  Frequently asked questions about 
PBL

How do we know we have the right learning 
objectives?

Can a class mate really teach me? Won’t I have to 
learn it all on my own?

Without an instructor’s exam, how will I know I 
really know it?  Is self assessment valid?

How can we get rid of a slacker or delinquent 
member of the group?
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MPS 36 PBL

Correct learning objectives

Group  asks facilitation questions

Instructor validates your learning 
objectives & marks quality

Problem was  carefully created with cues to 
guide you in selecting the expected 
learning outcomes
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Example facilitation questions you can use
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More facilitation
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More facilitation
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MPS 36 PBL

Can class mates teach?   Yes.. because

Group members know learning preferences of 
all

You give feedback to each teach on the quality 
of the teach

Instructor monitors teach notes and feedback  & 
uses this to mark individual teach
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MPS 36 PBL

Class mates teach?

My experience

Only 1 group (out of 400) asked me to “lecture” about 
a topic (after they had taught each other the topic).

All 10 groups showed up for my “lecture.”

After 5 minutes of lecture, they stopped me. Said “Yes, 
we do know this stuff” and they all left.

You can do it!
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MPS 36 PBL

Attitude is important in learning.
So what? 
Work to shift the Perry level for all members to be > 4
In this research we used self and peer to assess Quality of 

Learning Index based on Perry & deep learning
Evidence
For 5 groups, with each group having the same entry 

overall grade,  the mark of the group on the 
instructor’s final exam, differ by 20 marks based on 
Quality of Learning Index.   (In my University, I was required to give 
PBL students a final, written 3 h exam)

So what? Get all members Perry > 4
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How do I know I really know it? 

Instructor monitors & marks the Feedback 
meeting test exam, answer and group 
response

For those trained in self assessment, self 
assessment is valid and reliable
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Self assessment is reliable and valid

Exam mark vs self assessment mark

(for those trained in self assessment)
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MPS 36 PBL

Ask delinquent one to leave

You establish your norms in 1 h meeting
http://www.chemeng.mcmaster.ca/pbl/PBL.HTM see Resources book, p B-35

For those who are delinquent, ask instructor to 
send “the Letter”  Resource book p D-24 

Experience:  among 400 groups, 40 asked for letter to be sent.  
Of these only 1 student remained out of the PBL group and 
learned by independent study.  39 individuals negotiated the 
conditions under which they could rejoin PBL group & 
perform! 
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Summary
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The Goals Meeting
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MPS 36 PBL

Goals meeting

Issues

• How allocate resources?   How decide who does what?

• How plan how to teach? aware of learning preferences 
of team?

• Learning contract?   signed contract/commitment?

• How to handle "What ifs?" or adverse circumstances?

• How to handle empowerment but with accountability 
to the group?
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Goals meeting; Make it visible, Learning contract
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Feedback 

form for 

Goals 

meeting
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MPS 36, PBL

Feedback  for Chair

Task

Agenda & its use Facilitation

Morale

Agenda & its use Facilitation

Personal satisfaction

Strengths  Areas to work on
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Chair Task

Morale
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Feedback 

form 

for group 

work
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The Teach Meeting
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Prepare 

to teach
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Teach
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MPS 36, PBL
Example "notes" distributed at a "teach meeting“
Context: Your employer is offering you an opportunity to buy 

shares in the company as part of a payroll savings plan. 
What is your response?

Learning contract:
Your personal budget Jason
Investment opportunities Beth
Taxation Charles
Using balance sheet and 
• income statements of the company 
• to assess risk and potential 
• profitability as investment Bob
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MPS 36, PBL

Activity

As ___individual_____  

Bob  has prepared teach notes A, B, C, D.

Identify the "learning styles" that Bob thinks

represents the people in his group.

TIME __________

Discuss in your teams
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MPS 36, PBL

Balance sheets and Income Statements
from Bob  Handout A

Key references are 
J.C. Sprague and J.D. Whittaker "Economic Analysis 

for Engineers and Managers: the Canadian 
Context," Prentice Hall, Engelwood Cliffs, NJ 
(1986) p. 15 to 39

Park, C.S. "Contemporary Engineering Economics,"  
Addison-Wesley, Reading MA, (1993) A-1 to A
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MPS 36, PBL
Balance sheets and Income Statements from Bob  Handout B

Balance sheets Legally required summary of the allocation of funds equating what you owe with what you own. This 
describes this balance at one particular time (usually at Dec 31). This is a major instrument for reporting the 
health of a company and is the principal accounting instrument for a company. 

Fancy terminology is used:

asset: stuff you can convert into money. There are three types: 1) current (can be converted into cash in less than a 
year), 2) fixed assets (hard to convert into money in a short time) 3. other assets that are hard to describe. 

liabilities: money you owe others. Two types: 1) current (need to be paid in one year) and 2) long term

shareholder's equity: part of the assets owned by the owner or shareholders.

Income statement Shows whether the company is making or losing money over a given period of time (usually a 
year). Usually list net sales, expenses, payable tax and net income.

For more see: 
J.C. Sprague and J.D. Whittaker "Economic Analysis for Engineers and Managers: the Canadian Context," Prentice Hall, 

Engelwood Cliffs, NJ (1986) p. 15 to 39

Park, C.S. "Contemporary Engineering Economics,"  Addison-Wesley, Reading MA, (1993) A-1 to A
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MPS 36, PBL
Balance sheets and Income Statements from Bob,  Handout C

Balance sheets is a listing of the company assets that is compared with the company liabilities. 
A simplified example is shown below. 

Gives example

Income statement lists net sales, expenses, payable tax and net income.

Gives example

For more see: 

J.C. Sprague and J.D. Whittaker "Economic Analysis for Engineers and Managers: the Canadian 
Context," Prentice Hall, Engelwood Cliffs, NJ (1986) p. 15 to 39

Park, C.S. "Contemporary Engineering Economics,"  Addison-Wesley, Reading MA, (1993) A-1 to A
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MPS 36, PBL
Balance sheets and Income Statements from Bob  Handout D page 1/4

Balance sheets Legally required summary of the allocation of funds equating what you owe with what you 
own. This describes this balance at one particular time (usually at Dec 31). This is a major instrument for 
reporting the health of a company and is the principal accounting instrument for a company. 

Asset: stuff you can convert into money. There are three types: 1) current (can be converted into cash in less 
than a year: cash account, accounts receivable and inventory), 2) fixed assets (land plus assets whose 
value depreciates [eg. equipment, buildings] where asset value is the cost less depreciation) 3. other 
assets that are hard to describe (goodwill, copyrights and franchises). Example shown: 

Liabilities: money you owe others. Two types: 1) current (need to be paid in one year, for example, accounts, 
wages, salaries, rent; taxes, short-term bank loan) and 2) long term bonds, mortgages, notes.

shareholder's equity: part of the assets owned by the owner or shareholders. Preferred and common stock, 
treasury stock, capital surplus and retained earnings (money used to improve the operation)

Example copy included here

Income statement Shows whether the company is making or losing money over a given period of time 
(usually a year). Usually list net sales, expenses, payable tax and net income.

Example copy included here
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MPS 36, PBL
Handout D p 2/4
How do you get information from these sheets/statements?
Balance sheet: 
1) it must balance.
2) ratio of different terms gives measures that can be compared with "usual" 

benchmark values that are typical of the industry. Hence, we can use these to see 
the "health" of the company. (Some of these also need information from the 
income statement.)

Liquidity: how easy is it to recover your money to meet short term obligations

Current ratio = current assets/current liabilities
= 71,000/ 64,886   (compare with industry ave 2.0)

Quick test = (current asset - inventory)/current liabilities
= (71,000 - 0)/ 64,886  (compare with industry ave 1.0)
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Handout D page 3/4
Leverage:  how much of the firm's financing is done by the "debt“
Debt ratio = total debt/total assets
= 67,486/86,000  (industry ave 0.25)
Times-interest-earned ratio = (profit before tax + interest charges)/interest charges
= 4,685 + 260/ 260  (assuming 10% interest on bank loan) (industry ave 10)

Activity: how effectively is company using its resources

Inventory turnover = cost of goods sold/inventory
= 52000/0
Average collection period ratio = (receivables)365/net sales  (industry ave 60 days)
= 0 x 365/71000
Fixed asset turnover ratio = net sales/fixed assets   (industry ave 5 to 6)
= 71000/15000
Total asset turnover ratio = net sales/total assets   (industry ave 2.0)
= 71000/86000
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Handout D page 4/4

Profitability: profits generated from sales and investment 

Profit margin on sales ratio = net profit after tax/net sales    (industry ave 2%)
= 3514/71000
Return on Total Assets ratio = net profit after tax/total assets     (industry ave 8.5%)
= 3514/86000
Ratio on net worth = net income after tax/net worth (common stock +retained 

earnings)         (industry ave 9%)
= 3514/18,514

For more see: 
J.C. Sprague and J.D. Whittaker "Economic Analysis for Engineers and Managers: the 

Canadian Context," Prentice Hall, Engelwood Cliffs, NJ (1986) p. 15 to 39

Park, C.S. "Contemporary Engineering Economics,"  Addison-Wesley, Reading MA, 
(1993) A-1 to A-9
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Teach meeting.

Bob’s handout Assumes

A

B

C

D
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Feedback 

to teach
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Self  & peer

Rating of 

Group work,

Rate of 

contribution
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Summary of self peer feedback
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Taking charge of your own learning with:

Small group,

Self-directed,

Self assessed

Interdependent

PBL

to solve a professionally significant problem
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